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The means to get this book Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts is extremely easy. You might not go for
some places as well as invest the moment to only locate the book Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts In fact,
you might not always obtain the book as you're willing. But here, only by search as well as find Quite
Contrary By Richard Roberts, you can get the lists of guides that you actually expect. Occasionally, there are
several publications that are showed. Those publications naturally will impress you as this Quite Contrary By
Richard Roberts compilation.

Review
"The audio and narration were done well." ---AudioBook Reviewer

From the Author
For more exotic fantasy by Richard Roberts, try:

Wild Children, five stories of innocent and not-so-innocent children suffering the same curse●

Sweet Dreams Are Made of Teeth, about love and coming of age when you're a nightmare in the world of●

dreams

About the Author
Fantasy writer Richard Roberts finds his inspiration in folk tales, fairy tales, and mythology. He is the author
of Please Don't Tell My Parents I Blew Up the Moon, Wild Children, and Sweet Dreams Are Made of Teeth,
among other novels.

Amy Rubinate has narrated over 140 audiobooks and has won multiple AudioFile Earphones Awards. She
has a degree in oral interpretation of literature and has won national awards for poetry reading. Amy has also
narrated many interactive children's books and provided character voices for toys and video games.
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Exactly what do you do to start reading Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts Searching guide that you love
to read first or discover a fascinating publication Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts that will make you wish
to check out? Everyone has difference with their factor of reviewing a book Quite Contrary By Richard
Roberts Actuary, checking out habit needs to be from earlier. Lots of people could be love to check out, yet
not a book. It's not mistake. Somebody will be bored to open up the thick publication with tiny words to
check out. In more, this is the genuine problem. So do occur probably with this Quite Contrary By Richard
Roberts

Checking out, when even more, will certainly provide you something new. Something that you do not know
then disclosed to be well recognized with the book Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts notification. Some
understanding or driving lesson that re received from reviewing publications is uncountable. More
publications Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts you read, more knowledge you get, and also a lot more
possibilities to constantly like checking out books. As a result of this reason, checking out publication must
be started from earlier. It is as just what you could get from guide Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts

Obtain the perks of checking out habit for your lifestyle. Reserve Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts
notification will constantly associate with the life. The genuine life, knowledge, science, wellness, religious
beliefs, amusement, as well as a lot more could be discovered in composed publications. Lots of writers offer
their experience, scientific research, research, and also all things to discuss with you. Among them is through
this Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts This publication Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts will offer the
required of notification and statement of the life. Life will be finished if you know a lot more points through
reading publications.
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Praise for Richard Roberts:
"One thing Richard Roberts does so very well is create an unforgettable character. In this book, he's created a
whole crew. Each is so vivid in my mind that I am able to look at the beautiful artwork of the cover and pick
out each character by name." ~Laurie Laliberte

About Quite Contrary:

The secret of having an adventure is getting lost. Who ever visited an enchanted kingdom or fell into a fairy
tale without wandering into the woods first?

Well, Mary is lost. Mary is lost in the story of Little Red Riding Hood, and that is a cruel and murderous
story. She's put on the red hood and met the Wolf. When she gives in to her Wolf's temptations, she will die.
That's how the story goes, after all.

Unfortunately for the story and unfortunately for the Wolf, this Little Red Riding Hood is Mary Stuart, and
she is the most stubborn and contrary twelve year old the world has ever known.

Forget the Wolf's temptations, forget the advice of the talking rat trying to save her - she will kick her way
through every myth and fairy tale ever told until she finds a way to get out of this alive. Her own way, and no
one else's.
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Amy Rubinate has narrated over 140 audiobooks and has won multiple AudioFile Earphones Awards. She
has a degree in oral interpretation of literature and has won national awards for poetry reading. Amy has also
narrated many interactive children's books and provided character voices for toys and video games.

Most helpful customer reviews

106 of 109 people found the following review helpful.
Wrong category, marketed wrongly, but brilliant.
By Charlene J. Conlon
Would you call Steven King's Carrie a YA novel simply because its protagonist is a teenager? No. Carrie is a
horror novel, and despite the blurring of the lines drawn between children's literature, YA novels, and books
intended for adults that has occurred since J.K. Rowling burst onto the scene, there is a difference. While no
longer required to be almost as innocent and pure as children's literature YA novels tend to be more linear,
straightforward, and simple than those for adults, as well as less graphic.

Quite Contrary is a horror novel with fairy tale elements. It has a twelve year old protagonist, Mary Stuart, a
talking rat companion, and the villain of the piece--the overt villain, I should say, is the Big Bad Wolf--and
they don't come bigger or badder than this wolf. I was put in mind of Neil Gaiman's first run of Sandman as I
read-- partly because of Roberts' immense knowledge of the Lands of Story, the tropes and memes Mary
wanders, stumbles, and sometimes charges headlong into, but also the dreamlike quality and vividness of the
worlds.

So: if you are considering this book, keep this in mind. It's graphic, complicated, sometimes seems random,
the journey doesn't seem to connect up until the end, and it doesn't wrap up with a nice neat little bow and a
feel-good ending. Mary is not a nice, likable, plucky heroine. She's much better than that.

61 of 65 people found the following review helpful.
Not what you think it might be, and you won't know till the books close.
By Amazon Customer
For the record, my Husband and I share this account. I do most of the book reviews.

I tend to keep my book reviews short as to not repeat it's summary or give away spoilers.

First: THIS IS NOT FOR KIDS! If you've had the "Birds and Bees" chat, then maybe. Read it first yourself
though. Just because the main character is 12 does not mean the book focuses on 12 year old issues.

The main character, Mary Stuart, is a complex, willful, and stubborn young lady that has lived far more life
in her twelve years than she should have. This book seems at first to be a story of the "the grass is always
greener till you get there" variety. What it truly becomes is a look at all the dark little corners of the human
psyche, and how we try to trivialize the repeated patterns as fairy tales and stories. It is a book of self-
acceptance, finding strength in ones flaw's, forging your own path, and making lemonade out of bad gin.

I relate to the main character, can ya tell? :-P

Great read. I will likely be reading it again later this year.

38 of 39 people found the following review helpful.
My, what unusual characters you have...
By Dave
This is not a fable meant for children. If you took the old Brothers Grimm tales (the ones that served as



morals and lessons instead of happy fairy tales), a few modern horror stories, and enough hardened cynicism
to choke a blue whale, this is the book you would end up with. It turns fairy tales on their ears, knows that
strangers met in the woods are not kind and gentle, and believes that most problems can be solved with the
proper application of a sturdily booted foot.

The main character is crass, sarcastic, mistrustful, foul-mouthed, and violence prone... and these are her
endearing qualities. The characters in this story may not be as fleshed or likable out as they could be, some
other reviews have had some harsh words to this effect, but they are spectacularly memorable. In the
railroaded fashion of all fables, the story is supposed to have an inevitable conclusion and all choices should
lead there. Until Mary that is. Because this is the story of someone who doesn't traverse the road less
traveled, she leaves the path entirely and lets the story catch up if it can.

While not my favorite work by this author, it is still worth a read.

See all 154 customer reviews...
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From the explanation over, it is clear that you should read this book Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts We
offer the on-line book qualified Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts here by clicking the link download.
From discussed e-book by on-line, you could offer much more perks for numerous individuals. Besides, the
visitors will be additionally quickly to obtain the favourite book Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts to
review. Discover one of the most preferred and also needed book Quite Contrary By Richard Roberts to
review now as well as here.
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